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Predicting On-Orbit Static Single Event Upset Rates
in Xilinx Virtex FPGAs
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Abstract This document describes the methodology used to predict single-event upset rates for Xilinx
Virtex FPGAs based on the CREME96 orbit modeling tool. Using this methodology, SEU upset rates are
obtained for several Xilinx Virtex FPGAs including Virtex, Virtex-II, and Virtex-4. Further, SEU upset
rates are obtained for a variety of orbits for each of these FPGAs.
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1

Introduction

FPGAs are increasingly being used in space based computing applications due to their flexibility, customization, and in-flight reprogrammability. The increasing logic density of FPGAs facilitates the design of very
complex digital circuits that can be used for many computationally demanding functions within a space
craft. FPGAs will continue to be of great interest for developers of space craft and other high-altitude
systems.
While FPGAs provide many benefits for spacecraft, they are very sensitive to radiation and high-energy
particles. The large number of configuration cells required to program an FPGA makes them susceptible to
single-event upsets (SEU) including upsets within the configuration memory. Systems that integrate FPGAs
must understand and design for such SEUs.
Building reliable space-based systems based on FPGAs therefore requires understanding the expected
radiation effects, and where possible providing appropriate mitigation. Radiation effects of interest include
include total mission (time-integrated) effects such as total ionizing dose, and single event effects such as
single event upsets (SEU). While all radiation effects are important to consider, this document will focus on
single event upsets within FPGAs.
The primary purpose of this document is to describe the methodology used to estimate SEU rates for
Xilinx FPGAs and present the SEU rates obtained by this methodology. The methodology used to obtain
these results is described in Sections 1 through 9. The actual static SEU rate predictions are available in
Appendix A. Readers interested only in the results can skip the methodology and refer directly to Appendix
A.
Sections 2 through 4 provide a high-level overview of the space radiation environment and the unique
effects of radiation on FPGAs. Readers familiar with this material may want to skip over these sections.
Section 2 provides a brief overview of the radiation environment in space. This brief description provides a
basic overview of the sources and types radiation relevant to FPGA devices in orbit. Section 3 summarizes
the general effects of radiation on electronic devices. Section 4 discusses the unique considerations that must
be taken into account when estimating the reliability of FPGAs in space.
Sections 5 through 8 describe the methodology, results, and tools used at BYU to obtain the results in
Appendix A. Readers not interested in this methodology or its assumptions should skip these sections and
proceed to the results of Appendix A. Section 5 summarizes the methodology used in this document for
estimating SEU upset rates using CREME96. This section will review the approach used by CREME96
and describe the parameters we used for our modeling. Section 6 provides a graphical representation of the
SEU rates for Virtex-II and Virtex-4 for GPS, LEO, and Polar orbits. The actual data for these graphs
is found in the Appendix A data section. Section 7 introduces a tool developed at BYU for automatically
entering data and retrieving results from the CREME96 web-based interface. This tool was used to obtain
the SEU rates for a continuous range of altitudes and inclinations for the Virtex-II device. These results are
plotted in a 3D graph. Any orbit modeling using CREME96 involves a number of assumptions. Section 8
describes the assumptions and unresolved issues associated with the results in this document. Further input
is welcome for addressing these issues.

2

The Space Radiation Environment

Surrounding the earth, and throughout outer-space, significant levels of radiation particles exist. These
particles include protons, electrons, heavy ions, and other forms of radiation. Different regions are known to
contain different amounts of different kinds of particles, which all have slightly different effects on electronic
devices. Therefore, when designing a space-based system, it is important to understand the environment
in which the system will be operating and the radiation hazards that can be expected. In this section, we
give a brief overview of the space radiation environment as it pertains to this work. For a more detailed
understanding, the reader is directed to the literature ([1], [3], [9], [17] for example) for a more comprehensive
treatment of space radiation.
1

2.1

The Earth’s Magnetic Field

The earth has a magnetic field surrounding it known as the magnetosphere, which is depicted in Figure 1. The
lines in the figure represent the magnetic field lines, which are notably affected by the solar wind coming from
the sun. Were it not for the solar activity, the magnetic field of the earth would be a dipole (like a magnet
with iron filings around it). The solar wind (and other solar events) compress the magnetosheath (the part
closer to the sun) while lengthening the magnetotail (the part furthest from the sun). The magnetosphere
plays a very important role in determining what types of radiation a satellite orbiting the earth comes into
contact with. It usually significantly attenuates outside sources of radiation or completely prevents them
from entering the area directly surrounding the earth. In addition, the shape of the magnetosphere tends to
vary with solar activity and the sun’s 11 year cycle shown in Figure 2. During solar storms or other solar
events, the magnetosphere is compressed, allowing outside radiation particles to penetrate further into the
area around the earth.

Figure 1: The Earth’s Magnetosphere [16].

2.2

Types of Radiation

Although there are many types of radiation in space, the two biggest concerns for electronics are heavy ions
and protons (although electrons, gamma rays, alpha rays, etc. are present and do affect electronics). Heavy
ions are simply atoms or molecules that have been ionized (dissociated and thereby gained an electric charge)
and usually have a very high energy. There are three main sources of these different kinds of radiation which
will be discussed below.

2.3

The Van Allen Belts

There are two distinct ’belts’ of radiation that encircle the earth known as the Van Allen Radiation Belts,
whose presence were confirmed by Dr. James Van Allen in 1958. Figure 3 shows an artist’s rendition
of the clouds of particles known as the belts. (Note that the figure does not accurately represent the
magnetosphere’s distortion due to the solar wind.) As can be seen, there are two belts, called the inner belt
and outer belt. The inner belt includes both protons and electrons, while the outer belt consists mainly
of electrons. These radiation particles are trapped because of the magnetospheric force, but they are still
2

Figure 2: The Solar Cycle [7]. See Section 2.5.

constantly moving. They have a very complex motion pattern which consists of gyration, bounce, and drift
motions. In addition, the general content of the belts does change slowly over time as particles are injected
into the belts or escape the belts’ magnetic force. This dynamic change in content is primarily in response
to changes in the magnetosphere induced by solar activity (see Section 2.5) [17]. However, human activity,
such as the injection of large amounts of radiation in the upper atmosphere during nuclear testing, can
also significantly impact the composition of the belts. The only orbits that are significantly affected by the
trapped radiation belts are Low Earth Orbits (LEO).

Figure 3: The Van Allen Belts around the Earth [13].

2.3.1

The South Atlantic Anomaly

The South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) is an area above the southern Atlantic Ocean where the trapped
radiation particles of the Van Allen belts are allowed to penetrate closer to the earth than in other regions.
This dip in the magnetic field of the earth is caused by the difference in the magnetic and geographic poles
3

of the earth. For orbits relatively close to the earth, passage through this area can present a significant
danger. Many satellites do not make observations or transmissions when in this region.

2.4

Galactic Cosmic Rays

Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCRs) are radiation particles that come from outside the solar system, where space is
thought to be uniformly filled with cosmic rays [17]. Although these particles are sparser than solar particles
from solar events (see below) and much sparser than trapped particles at low earth orbits, they are usually
at much higher energies. GCRs contain heavy ions, protons, and electrons. These particles are usually very
difficult if not impossible to shield against using man-made mechanisms, and so their presence and effects
on electronics must be addressed through other methods.

2.5

Solar Events

As shown above in Figure 2, the sun has an 11 year cycle, during which time the solar activity varies greatly.
When the sun is very active (solar maximum period), many sunspots can be observed, and the sun ejects
massive amounts of radiation particles including heavy ions, protons, and electrons (it also ejects radiation
particles when it is quiet or during the solar minimum period, but not nearly as many). Some of the radiation
from these solar flares reaches the area surrounding the earth and can have drastic impacts on electronics
in orbit. It is interesting to note that one anomalously large solar event can contribute over 84% of the
total proton fluence for an entire solar cycle [1]. For more information on solar flares and closely associated
coronal mass ejections, see [3], [17].

3

Effects of Radiation on Electronic Devices

There are two categories of radiation effects on electronic devices: cumulative effects and single-event effects
(SEE). Cumulative effects are, as the name implies, those effects that are long term failures, while SEEs are
instantaneous failures (or service interruptions). Figure 4 shows the different categories of radiation effects
on electronics, along with the different kinds of electronic devices that might be affected by each.

Figure 4: The Different Radiation Effects on Electronics [6].

3.1

Cumulative Effects

The most common long term or cumulative effect is Total Ionizing Dose (TID) which refers to the total
amount of ionizing radiation that a device has absorbed. The more radiation that a device has been exposed
4

to, the more undesirable effects are observed, such as an increase in current leakage and power consumption,
transistor threshold level changes, and many others.
The other cumulative effect is called displacement damage, which is simply the damage done when incoming radiation particles displace atoms from their original lattice positions. This can also cause a chain
reaction to a few degrees, where an incoming particle displaces an atom, which in turn displaces other atoms,
and so on until there is not enough energy left in the displaced atoms to cause further displacement. This is
usually an insignificant effect in SRAM-based FPGAs, but can be more serious in other kinds of electronic
devices.

3.2

Single Event Effects

The other type of radiation effects are single-event effects. Within single-event effects there are three main
sub-categories: permanent SEEs, transient SEEs and static SEEs. We will focus on the static SEEs which
include single-event upsets (SEU) and single-event functional interrupts (SEFI). These static SEEs are
most commonly the main concern for electronics in space. SEUs and SEFIs have the same underlying
mechanism, they differ only in the outcome which depends on the area of the circuit hit. SEUs are “soft
errors which...overwrite information stored by the circuit” but that can be “corrected by outside control...a
rewrite or power cycle corrects or resets the part to proper operation with no permanent damage.” [10].
SEUs are often referred to as ‘bit flips’ because they change the data stored in a particular bit. SEFIs are
SEUs that occur in critical circuit components, such as the power-on/reset circuitry. When one of these bits
is upset it often takes the entire device off-line.
The permanent SEEs include Single Event Latch-up (SEL), Single Event Burn-out (SEB), and Single
Event Gate Rupture (SEGR). These effects are all characterized by permanent physical damage that is done
to a circuit due to an incoming radiation particle. These events are much rarer than other effects, and
require an extremely energetic particle to cause them.
Transient SEEs are events where a radiation particle introduces some sort of noise or pulse into a signal
being transmitted (either analog or digital). For digital circuits, transient SEEs induce incorrect data that
can possibly be latched into a register if the transient is coincident with the proper clock edge (the likelihood
of this happening increases with increasing clock frequency). For an analog signal, transients are simply
noise.

3.3

Terrestrial Effects

As a side note, radiation effects are increasingly manifesting themselves in devices on earth (at sea level, for
example). Among other considerations, this is due to the scaling (or shrinking) of the microscopic transistors
and other electronic components of devices. Simply put, the smaller the device size, the easier it is for a low
energy particle to cause an error. So as technology continues to improve and shrink, we can expect to see
more and more undesirable effects due to radiation on earth. Even several years ago, Sun Microsystems ran
into problems with SEUs in their SRAM based networking equipment [15].

4

FPGA Reliability Overview

When an FPGA design is uploaded to an FPGA part a configuration bitstream is sent to the device and
stored in some sort of memory (usually SRAM). This bitstream defines the operation of the components
inside the FPGA and changes to the bitstream stored in memory correspond to changes in circuit operation
which may or may not cause the overall circuit to malfunction. FPGAs are primarily vulnerable to space
radiation because the radiation is able to upset the configuration memory of the FPGA and thereby change
the operation of the circuit. However, upsets are not limited to the logic configuration bits, they can also
effect the routing bits, the control logic bits, or any other configurable bit in an FPGA.
In order to accurately estimate the reliability of digital circuits operating on a FPGA in a space environment, we combine modeling work done on a specific FPGA device with modeling done on the actual
FPGA design to be uploaded into the configuration memory of the device. It is important to account for
the specific design to be used because the sensitivity is very design-dependent and can even vary amongst
different implementations of the same design (due to differences in routing and resource utilization).
5

4.1

At the Device Level

To model the radiation effects for a particular device requires two steps. First, the physical device must
be characterized. This is typically done by radiation testing at a particle accelerator. Accelerator testing
provides a static sensitive cross section of the device as a function of energy. Second, using a modeling tool
such as CREME96, the device information is combined with knowledge of the device’s destined orbit to
estimate a static SEU rate.
It is important to note that radiation has different effects on different electronic components because the
mechanism that causes upsets is different. Although our focus in this report is SRAM-based FPGAs, the
SEU rate prediction process is similar for other devices (say an ASIC), though not the same. And even
within an SRAM-based FPGA, some differences must be considered. As will be shown in Section 5, we must
separately consider the different parts of an SRAM-based FPGA, including the configuration bitstream,
block memory (BRAM) components, digital signal processing (DSP) components, etc. Each of these parts
of an FPGA react differently to radiation, and so each must be considered individually.

4.2

At the Design Level

The working FPGA design must also be examined in order to scale the device static SEU rate based on
the subset of the resources in the FPGA utilized by that particular design. There are several different
methods for scaling the static rate to a dynamic rate. One of the most accurate methods (over 99 percent
accuracy) is fault-injection [8], which can easily be done using a fault-injection tool such as the BYU/LANL
fault simulator. This tool checks each bit in the configuration bit stream for sensitivity, or in other words,
whether an upset to that bit will cause an erroneous condition. The resulting cross section is called the
dynamic cross section, which of course depends on the portions of the FPGA that are utilized.
The dynamic cross section can further be divided into its persistent and non-persistent parts. An upset
in the persistent cross section “results in a permanent interruption of service until reset,” whereas an upset
in the non-persistent cross section only results in a temporary interruption of service (see [12] for more
information on persistence.) Persistent bits in the configuration bit stream usually represent feed-back
structures, while non-persistent bits represent feed-forward structures. Using fault simulation tools, such as
the BYU/LANL simulator, we can also measure the persistence of an FPGA design. Furthermore, different
mitigation strategies can be analyzed using fault simulation tools to determine how well the mitigation
improves reliability.
Once the original FPGA design has been characterized, the device and design modeling are then brought
together by taking the inverse of the product of the static SEU rate and the percentage of the design that
is vulnerable to SEUs, to give the estimated mean time to upset (MTTU), that is
M T T Udynamic =

1
(static SEU rate) ∗ (% design sensitivity)

(1)

1
.
(static SEU rate) ∗ (% design persistence)

(2)

or
M T T Upersistent =

This paper will focus on SEU rate prediction at the device level. However, both device and design level
characterization is essential in determining the reliability of a system in a radiation environment.

5

Methodology of Predicting Static SEU Rates at the Device
Level

There are three basic steps to follow to predict device-level static SEU rates for electronic devices in a
space radiation environment. First, data must be gathered about the specific part that is to be used. This is
typically done through experimental testing. Second, the subject orbit is determined. Third, the information
from the first two steps is combined through models and mathematics to calculate an upset rate. Often the
final step is done with the aid of a software program. The following sub-sections examine each of these steps
in detail.
6

Figure 5: FPGA Design Reliability Estimation Flow Chart.

5.1

Device Characterization

As energetic particles pass through an electronic device (we will address only silicon based devices here), a
number of ionic interactions occur. Some radiation particles (such as heavy ions) are directly ionizing, while
others (such as protons) cause secondary radiation ionization through nuclear reactions.
For directly ionizing particles, the passing ion loses energy and this energy is transferred to bound electrons, which are ionized into the conduction band. This leaves a trail of electron-hole pairs in the wake of
the ion’s path. The rate of charge deposition per unit length of an ion is known as its Linear Energy Transfer
(LET). This value not only depends on the type and speed of an ion, but also on the material through which
it passes. If there is no electric field at the point where an electron-hole pair is created, the electron and the
hole will usually just recombine without any serious effects to the device. If, however, there is an electric
field at the point where the electron is ionized into the conduction band, the electrons and holes will quickly
separate. This latter situation is encountered often in CMOS devices (including SRAM) in the depletion
region of reversed bias pn-junctions. Figure 6 shows a simplified graphical depiction of this concept.
This separation or drift of electrons and holes is best modeled by a small instantaneous current pulse, as
shown in Figure 7.
Not every ion strike will deposit enough charge to cause an upset. Furthermore, not every upset will
result in a functional error. The minimum amount of charge that must be delivered to a node to cause a
loss of information or upset condition is known as the critical charge, and is usually denoted Qc . The subset
of upsets that will cause a functional error is design dependent.
The region surrounding a sensitive node from which charge from an ion strike is collected is known as the
sensitive volume (also referred to as the collection volume). The critical charge then is the amount of charge
that must be collected in the sensitive volume to cause an upset. The sensitive volume is often taken to be a
rectangular parallel piped (RPP) for simplicity. This 3D volume roughly corresponds to the depletion region
of a pn-junction, but it is only useful as a mathematical or conceptual model and must not be interpreted as
an accurate physical model. The model is needed, however, to correlate the SEU rate with the directional
dependencies of the device. The angle at which an ion enters this volume will determine the length of the
path, or chord length, for that ion through the sensitive volume. Some chord lengths will be long enough
for a particular ion to deposit the critical charge required for an upset, and others will only deposit a small
amount of charge that, although collected, will not cause an upset condition (see Figure 8). Changing the
estimated dimensions of this volume can significantly change upset rate predictions; for more information,
see section 8.1.
Unlike directly ionizing particles, protons only produce secondary radiation effects. They cause nuclear
reactions with the silicon atoms, and the products of this reaction can produce short-range ionization.
Directional dependence is not an issue for proton-induced SEUs as any directional dependency is lost with
7

Figure 6: Simple circuit model for the drift region collection [10].

Figure 7: Depletion region drift collection from an ion strike [10].

the effects of the nuclear reaction of the proton with the silicon atoms. As long as the proton strike causes
a nuclear reaction in the sensitive area, an upset will occur.
In order to quantitatively measure a device’s upset behavior, experimental testing is usually performed
at a particle accelerator. For example, an FPGA’s static cross section can be determined by observing the
number of static upsets induced in the device by a given fluence of radiation. The static cross section, σ, is
then obtained by dividing the number of upsets observed by the fluence of particles, or
σ=

#errors
#errors
=
= (cm2 ).
f luence
#(particles/cm2 )

(3)

This static cross section corresponds to the sensitive or SEU vulnerable area of the circuit to radiation at
a particular energy. In order to determine an overall static cross section, experimental testing is repeated
at a range of energy levels and the resulting data points are then fit to a distribution such as the Weibull
distribution. In addition, experimental device characterization is repeated for both protons and heavy ions
so that a static cross section can be estimated for both kinds of radiation.
There are many complicating factors in determining a device’s static cross section. For example, many
particle accelerators are limited in the energy level of particles that they can use. In these cases, the device
8

Figure 8: Different chord lengths in sensitive volume [10].

is tilted to increase the effective LET of the particles. In order to account for the increase in effective LET
and angle of incidence, the denominator of Equation 3 is multiplied by the cosine of the particle angle of
incidence, theta, or
σ=

#errors
#errors
=
= (cm2 ).
f luence × cos(θ)
(#particles/cm2 ) × cos(θ)

(4)

For more information, the reader is referred to [5], [4].
The cross section data can be fit to several different models. The Weibull model mentioned earlier is the
most widely used. The formula for a proton Weibull distribution is,

F (x)
where,
F (x)
σsat
x
xo
W
and
s

s

= σsat (1 − e−[(x−xo )/W ] ),
=
=
=
=
=

Static SEU cross section in cm2 /bit,
limiting or plateau cross section in cm2 ,
proton energy in M eV ,
onset energy in M eV ,
dimensionless width parameter,

=

dimensionless exponent parameter.

The formula for a heavy-ion Weibull distribution is,
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(5)

F (L)
where,
F (L)
σsat
L
Lo
W
and
s

5.1.1

s

= σsat (1 − e−[(L−Lo )/W ] ),
=
=
=
=
=

Heavy Ion SEU cross section in µ2 /bit,
limiting or plateau cross section in µ2 ,
effective LET (linear energy transfer) in M eV − cm2 /mg,
upset threshold LET in M eV − cm2 /mg,
dimensionless width parameter,

=

dimensionless exponent parameter.

(6)

Xilinx Virtex Device Data

In this document we will predict SEU rates for the Xilinx Virtex, Virtex-II, and Virtex-4 FPGAs. The
parameters for the Weibull fit of the static SEU cross section for these FPGAs can be found in Figures 9, 10,
and 11 respectively (data from Carl Carmichael at Xilinx Corporation).

Figure 9: Weibull Parameters for Virtex.

Figures 12 and 13 show a sample plot of the Virtex-II static cross section fit to a Weibull distribution for
heavy-ions and protons respectively. The Virtex and Virtex-4 cross section plots are similar. Much of this
data was collected by the Xilinx Radiation Test Consortium (XRTC) [18]. Los Alamos National Laboratory
is a member of this consortium.
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Figure 10: Weibull Parameters for Virtex-II.

Figure 11: Weibull Parameters for Virtex-4.
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Figure 12: Heavy Ion Static cross section for Virtex-II [18].

Figure 13: Heavy Ion Static cross section for Virtex-II [18]
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5.2

Orbit Specification and CREME96 Review

Once the device static cross section has been fully characterized, the next step is to fully specify an orbit.
CREME96 [2] (or other orbit modeling tools) use data from previous satellites to predict an average flux of
particles expected in certain orbits under specified solar conditions. The flux of particles that CREME96
or other programs predict is an estimate and therefore the actual flux of particles could be significantly
different.
As mentioned above, CREME96 is an important tool for modeling orbit flux. CREME (Cosmic Ray
Effects on Micro-Electronics) was first developed in 1981 at the Naval Research Laboratory and has since
(after several updates, most recently the 1996 revision) become the de facto industry standard for predicting
upset rates due to ionizing radiation in electronics [2]. It creates numerical models of the near-Earth space
radiation environment and, with user-supplied static cross section data, evaluates the radiation effects on an
electronic system. The next several sections will describe the tool flow for CREME96 and then take a brief
look at the math behind SEU rate prediction used by CREME96 and other modeling tools.
5.2.1

Solar Conditions

CREME96 defines seven different solar conditions for modeling the flux of particles in the near earth space
radiation environment. Solar minimum (solmin) defines the orbit averaged flux during the lowest solar
activity of the 11 year solar cycle, and solar maximum (solmax) defines the orbit averaged flux for the peak
portion of the solar cycle. The worst week, worst day, and worst 5 minute peak define flare-enhanced
solar condition fluxes that are based on a specific solar flare event in 1989. These are for worst case estimates
only and are flux averaged over the specified time period. CREME96 also allows the user to calculate a
peak trapped proton flux. This flux is only valid for low earth orbits and corresponds to a worst case
proton flux encountered for all proton energies for both the solmin and solmax portions of the solar cycle(see
the TRP module section for more information).
5.2.2

CREME96 Modules

We use CREME96 to predict the space radiation environment and to predict heavy-ion-induced and protoninduced static SEU rates. When using CREME96 a number of steps are taken to derive an actual rate.
Each step is a module in the CREME96 tool flow. The first four modules develop a model of the particle
flux in a particular orbit during specific solar conditions with a particular amount of shielding. The final
module uses the predicted flux and user-supplied device-specific static cross section information to calculate
SEU rates for either heavy ions or protons.
For each module, a user request file must be created, where the user specifies the parameters and desired
options. A request is then sent to the CREME96 servers to execute the module (called a routine) with
the request file. Figure 14 shows the CREME96 tool flow. Note that before a specific user request file can
be created, all of the preceding modules must have had a user request file created and the corresponding
module executed. Note also that more detailed information may be found on the CREME96 website [2].
TRP Module - The first module in CREME96 is optional and allows the user to model the trapped
protons encountered in low earth orbits. The proton modeling is based on NASA’s AP8 models, and has
several options. First, the altitude (apogee and perigee) and inclination of the orbit must be specified, along
with any ascending parameters. The number of orbits to average must also be specified. Since this is the
most CPU intensive module for the CREME servers they ask that, at least for preliminary calculations,
the number of orbits to average proton fluxes over be set to 50 or 100. For final calculations the number
of orbits to average should be set to 200. There is also an option between the AP8MIN and AP8MAX
options, which correspond to solar minimum and solar maximum conditions, respectively. Note that the
orbit and solar condition parameters input in this module should correspond with those input in the GTRN
and FLUX modules. Lastly, TRP can calculate trapped proton spectra for either whole orbits or individual
sections of an orbit as defined by McIlwain L-values. “McIlwain L is a geomagnetic coordinate used to label
magnetic field lines and (more properly) particle drift shells in the magnetosphere. L roughly corresponds to
the distance from the center of Earth’s magnetic dipole to the magnetic field line’s location at the magnetic
equator, measured in units of Earth radii” [2]. For more on L values, see [11].
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Figure 14: CREME96 Tool Flow [2]

During execution this module outputs several files. If the whole orbit option was selected, two files are
output, called filename ave.trp and filename peak.trp (where filename is the name entered on the web page),
corresponding to an orbit-averaged proton flux and a peak proton flux respectively. This latter flux is a
conservative estimate of the peak proton flux expected and is computed by superimposing the highest fluxes
found at each energy level into a single spectrum, even though they will not all be encountered in the same
location [2]. If orbit sections are selected, the outputs will be filename peak.tr# and filename ave.tr# where
# is 1-9 and corresponds to the different specified orbit sections.

GTRN Module - In the GTRN module the user specifies the desired orbit altitude and inclination from
which the earth’s magnetic field effects are derived. Obviously the same altitude and inclination should be
entered as entered in the TRP module if the TRP module was used. The solar weather conditions must
also be specified which should correlate to parameters in the FLUX module (see below). The “quiet” option
should be selected for long-term average calculations and the “stormy” option should be selected for worst
case (peak) calculations [2]. There is also an option to select between whole orbit modeling and orbit section
modeling (again delineated by McIlwain L-values). This module outputs one file (filename.gtf) for whole
orbits or several files for orbit sections (filename.gt# where # is 1-9 and corresponds to the different specified
orbit sections).
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Parameter
Number
1,13
2-5
6-8
9
10
11-12

Description
Filenames
Specify Orbit (apogee, perigee, inclination)
Ascending Parameters
Number of orbits
Trapped Proton Mode
Whole or Sections of Orbit

Default
Value
—
—
0,0,0
100
—
whole

Our
Value
User Specified
User Specified ?
0,0,0
100/200†
‡

whole

Table 1: CREME96 TRP Module Parameters.
?

We do not use the precalculated orbits, we specify our own.
100 for initial calculations, 200 for final calculation.
‡
AP8MIN should be chosen for solar minimum conditions, and AP8MAX should be chosen for solar
maximum conditions.
†

Parameter
Number
1,13
2-5
6-8
9
10-11

Description
Filenames
Specify Orbit (apogee, perigee, inclination)
Ascending Parameters
Magnetic Weather Condition
Whole or Sections of Orbit

Default
Value
—
—
0,0,0
—
whole

Our
Value
User Specified
User Specified ?
0,0,0
†

whole

Table 2: CREME96 GTRN Module Parameters.
?

We do not use the precalculated orbits, we specify our own.
Quiet should be selected for orbit-averaged solmin and solmax calculations, and stormy should be
selected for solar flare (or peak rate) calculations.
†

FLUX Module - The FLUX module takes the magnetic field effects from the GTRN module, and
optionally the trapped proton fluxes for low earth orbits from the TRP module and derives the particle flux
for specific solar weather conditions. The condition selected may be based on the solar cycle (solar min
or solar max) or flare-enhanced conditions, as defined above. For normal solar cycle activity, “solar quiet”
should have been selected in the GTRN module. For flare-enhanced solar activity, the “stormy” option
should have been selected in the GTRN module. Also, for all flare conditions, trapped protons cannot be
included1 .
Note that the lightest element to be included should be set to z=1 so that protons are included. At a
later stage (see the LETSPEC subsection) protons will be excluded so as not to skew the heavy ion SEU rate
calculations. Furthermore, the PUP module used to calculate proton-induced SEUs automatically excludes
everything but protons.
Alternatively, the FLUX module can produce fluxes neglecting all magnetospheric and trapped proton
effects by selecting the ‘Near-Earth Interplanetary/Geosynchronous Orbit’ option; otherwise, the ’Inside
Earth’s Magnetosphere’ option should be selected as well as the GTRN (and possibly TRP) output files to
be used specified. Note that the GTRN and TRP file selection can only be made after the corresponding
GTRN or TRP user request file has been created and the corresponding routine executed. The flux module
outputs one file in the form of filename.flx.
1 Peak

trapped proton SEU rates should be calculated separately by inputting the peak trapped proton files from the TRP
module to the TRANS and PUP modules directly. See the TRANS and PUP subsections for more information.
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Parameter
Number
1,6
2
3
4
5

Description
Filenames
Atomic number of lightest element
Atomic number of heaviest element
Environment Model
Spacecraft Location

Default
Value
—
1
28
—
—

Our
Value
User Specified
1
92 ?
†
‡

Table 3: CREME96 FLUX Module Parameters.


If z=1 (protons) are not included, the PUP routine will return a zero SEU rate.
See Section 8.3.
†
Solar min, solar max, worst week, worst day, or worst 5-minute peak should be selected as desired. See
Section 5.2.1.
‡
For all our data, we selected the ‘Inside Earth’s Magnetosphere’ option.
?

TRANS Module - The TRANS module scales the particle flux based on a specified amount of shielding.
This module accepts either a *.flx file, or a *.trp file directly, such as when calculating SEUs due to peak
trapped protons. The standard shielding is 100 mils of aluminum, although the TRANS function allows
other values to be entered. Aluminum is currently the only shielding material supported. This module
outputs one file for in the form of filename.tfx.
Parameter
Number
1,5
2
3
4

Description
Filenames
Input particle flux
Shielding material
Shielding thickness

Default
Value
—
—
Aluminum
100 mils

Our
Value
User Specified
User Specified
Aluminum
100 mils

Table 4: CREME96 TRANS Module Parameters.
LETSPEC Module - The LETSPEC module converts the particle flux data created in the TRANS
module from a function of kinetic energy into a linear energy transfer (LET) spectrum. The LETSPEC
module can also directly convert data created in the FLUX module, but this ignores any shielding and is
not usually recommended. The LETSPEC module allows the user to select a subset range of particles if
desired. When doing heavy-ion calculations, protons (z=1) should be excluded in most cases (unless protons
are known to directly ionize the device in question) so the lightest element included should be z=2. The
heaviest element included should normally be set to z=0 (default). When set to z=0, the LETSPEC module
simply uses flux for all elements up to and including the heaviest element included in the input FLUX file.
The minimum energy value to be included can also be specified, although the default of .1 MeV should
normally be sufficient. The output from this routine is an integral LET spectrum which is simply a function
of each LET such that the flux of particles includes all particles whose LET exceeds that specific LET. The
output file has the form of filename.let. The user can also elect to generate a differential LET spectrum to
download for non-CREME96 processing.
HUP Module - The HUP module uses the energy spectrum from the LETSPEC module and a description
of the device static cross section to calculate the SEU rate due to direct ionization of heavy ions. HUP
requires the user to first specify the measured cross section. In addition, HUP requires the user to specify
the number of bits in the device and the sensitive volume in rectangular parallelepiped (RPP) dimensions.
The number of bits in the device is a very important parameter because it helps CREME96 determine
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Parameter
Number
1,7
2
3
4
5
6

Description
Filenames
Input particle flux
Atomic number of lightest element
Atomic number of heaviest element
Minimum energy value
Device material

Default
Value
—
—
—
—
.1 MeV/nuc
Silicon

Our
Value
User Specified
User Specified
2
92
.1 MeV/nuc
Silicon

Table 5: CREME96 LETSPEC Module Parameters.
the size of each sensitive volume. The CREME96 help documentation warns that treating the device as a
single sensitive volume (one bit) rather than many independent smaller sensitive volumes (many bits) will
result in gross overestimates of the SEU rate. The reason is that for the single bit model (a single large
sensitive volume) CREME96 will estimate that low-LET particles traveling along long paths in the volume
will generate upsets. In physical reality this is very unlikely. If the number of bits is unknown or even if
“bits” doesn’t make sense for the user’s device, the number of “bits” should still be estimated. The number
of bits are readily available for FPGAs.
Funneling, a secondary effect to be discussed later, can also be selected as an option. We typically do
not include funneling because it generally decreases the SEU rate. We recommend that users not include
funneling unless they are absolutely sure of the funnel parameters for their particular device.
Up to 10 devices can be processed simultaneously for a single LETSPEC LET spectrum. When the HUP
request file is executed on the server it returns a table with several estimated SEU rates for each device that
was input to the module. It returns SEUs in SEUs per bit-second, SEUs per bit-day, SEUs per device-second,
and SEUs per device-day.

Parameter
Number
1,3
2
4
4
4.1

Description
Filenames
Input particle flux
X,Y
Z
Cross Section Parameters

Default
Value
—
—
—
—
—

Our
Value
User Specified
User Specified
0,0?
†
‡

Table 6: CREME96 HUP Module Parameters.
?

With these parameters set at 0, CREME96 automatically sets them equal to the square root of the
limiting cross-section.
†
We set Z = X/5 for best estimates and Z = X/100 for worst case. See Section 8.1.
‡
These numbers can either be obtained by the device manufacturer, or can be experimentally determined
at a particle accelerator.

PUP Module - The PUP module uses a shielded or non-shielded particle flux file and calculates the
SEU rate based on the flux of proton energies expected and the proton cross section for the part. As with
HUP, you can calculate the SEU rate for up to 10 parts at a time. After the PUP request file is executed
on the server, it also returns a table with several estimated SEU rates for each device that was input to the
module. It returns SEUs in SEUs per bit-second, SEUs per bit-day, SEUs per device-second, and SEUs per
device-day.
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Parameter
Number
1,3
2
4.3?

Description
Filenames
Input particle flux
Cross Section Parameters

Default
Value
—
—
—

Our
Value
User Specified
User Specified
†

Table 7: CREME96 PUP Module Parameters.
?

Although CREME96 can take other distributions, we use the Weibull distribution.
These numbers can either be obtained by the device manufacturer, or can be experimentally determined
at a particle accelerator.
†

5.2.3

Using CREME96

Using CREME96 can be a potentially daunting task. A new user can easily be overwhelmed by the number
of options and parameters necessary to generate a single SEU rate. Often the novice user simply wants to
know what parameters they need to use to calculate an average rate and worst-case rate. We hope that
the discussion above aids in selecting parameters for SEU rate calculations using CREME96. However, we
are unable to pinpoint exactly what should be entered for some parameters (such as Z depth in the HUP
module), and we fully endorse CREME96’s suggestion to experiment with different values for these difficult
parameters [2] (see below for our own experimentation results).
In order to obtain the final SEU rate prediction, it is necessary to simply add the SEU rate produced
by the HUP module with that produced by the PUP module. In order to get a total device SEU rate for
FPGAs, it is necessary to add the SEU rates for the configuration bits, BRAM, and all of the other different
components that are available for analysis. Sometimes this data is not yet available (for example, we only
have the configuration bits’ cross section information for the Virtex-4 part). In any case, it is important to
remember that this is only an estimate based on historical data and many mathematical approximations.

5.3

SEU Rate Prediction

Although the math behind SEU rate prediction is complex, a simplified overview of the calculations is useful
in understanding what the numbers actually mean. For heavy ions, the basic idea of SEU rate prediction
is to multiply the measured heavy ion cross section for each LET value with the predicted flux of particles
that the device will encounter in a particular orbit with that LET, and then integrate over all LET values.
This calculation is, however, complicated by the fact mentioned in Section 5.1 that not all particles with a
particular LET will cause an upset; the chord length through the sensitive volume must also be long enough
to deposit the critical charge. Thus, we must multiply 1) the measured heavy ion cross section σ at one
LET value λ by 2) the percentage of particles P at that LET λ that will deposit at least the critical charge
and 3) the flux F or rate of particles with that LET λ expected in that orbit. We must then integrate over
all LET values.
For heavy ions, the formula used is
Z ∞
U pset Rate =
σ(λ)P (λ)F (λ)dλ,
(7)
0
Z ∞
≈ σsat ·
P (λ)F (λ)dλ,
(8)
Eonset

where,
λ = LET,
F (λ) = integral flux of particles with LET > λ,
P (λ) = the differential of path lengths in the volume which, given an LET of λ, can depositQc ,
σ(λ) = heavy ion cross section as a function of λ,
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σsat

=

the limiting cross section or saturated cross section for heavy ions [10].

In order to further simplify the calculations (which we only do for illustrative purposes), we can approximate the measured cross section by the step function shown in Figure 15. We can then remove the cross
section function from the integral by multiplying the integral by the limiting cross section and starting the
integration at the onset LET.
For protons, the calculations are much easier because we do not have to worry about chord lengths or
sensitive volume. We simply integrate the product of the proton cross section and the flux of particles with
energy greater than some E, over all values of E. Again, we can simplify this integral by taking the same
approximation as explained above for heavy ions. The formula is

Z

∞

σ(E)f (E)dE,
Z ∞
≈ σsat ·
f (E)dE,

U pset Rate =

(9)

0

(10)

Eonset

where,
f (E) = differential flux of particles with energy > E,
σ(E) = proton cross section as a function of energy E,
σsat = the limiting cross section of saturation for protons [10].

Figure 15 shows a graphical flowchart of SEU rate prediction for heavy ions. There are many good
documents detailing the math that goes on behind CREME96 and other SEU rate prediction tools. For a
brief overview, the reader is directed to [10].

Figure 15: A flowchart showing the math behind heavy ion SEU rate prediction [10]
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6

Data and MTTU Calculations

Appendix B contains SEU rates and Mean Time To Upset (MTTU) for the Virtex FPGA in a Low Earth
Orbit (LEO). It also contains SEU rate predictions and MTTU for the Virtex-II in LEO, GPS, and Polar
orbits, as well as data for Virtex-4 in GEO, GPS, LEO, Magic, Molniya, and Polar orbits. Remember that
MTTU is calculated simply by taking the inverse of the combined SEU rate.
Figures 16 and 17 show the results of the Virtex-II and Virtex-4 in GPS, LEO, and Polar orbits. Note
that the Virtex-II rates include the configuration bits, BRAM, and the SEFI bits, while the Virtex-4 rates
only reflect the configuration bits upsets (we don’t yet have cross section data for the other Virtex-4 bits).
A close look at these graphs reveals many interesting points. First, we mention that the discontinuity in
the GPS orbit graph is due to the fact that the GPS orbit does not travel through the trapped Van Allen
proton belts and thus has no trapped proton maximum upset rates. The LEO and polar orbits, on the other
hand, spend at least some portion of their orbits in these trapped belts and thus have a data point for these
solar conditions.
Since the GPS and polar orbit both spend significant amounts of time outside the protection of the
trapped radiation belts and outside the convenient protection of the magnetosphere that the LEO enjoys,
the SEU rate for solar flare conditions is very large. This makes sense because the lack of protection means
a large exposure to solar flares and all of the particles associated with them.
This dramatic increase in SEU rates during solar flare events raises an important question that we have
not yet explored: how often can we expect these flare events to happen? We expect them to be infrequent
during periods of solar minimum, but somewhat more frequent during solar maximum times. If these flare
events are infrequent even during solar maximum, it might be possible to prepare for only the solmin and
solmax SEU rates, and then simply turn off the device or ignore any data produced when a solar flare
occurs. However the worst case is still important for very sensitive systems or systems with extremely
high availability requirements. These systems will likely require higher levels of mitigation or more creative
mitigation techniques.

Figure 16: SEU rates for Virtex-II in several orbits
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Figure 17: SEU rates for Virtex-4 in several orbits

7
7.1

Extended Analysis
Create A Study Java Tool

We have developed a Java-based program that automates parameter input for the CREME96 web-based
interface. This program, called Create A Study (CAS), allows the user to create the request files necessary
to construct orbit models and calculate SEU rates in CREME96. One example of what this program allows
us to do is to rapidly create many orbits (varying the altitude, inclination, solar weather, etc.) where the
user will be able to quickly see the difference in SEU rates.

7.2

CAS Results

Using CAS, we ran several studies changing various input parameters to observe the effects on SEU rates.
In one interesting experiment we varied the altitude and inclination of the orbit of a Virtex-II FPGA in
solar minimum conditions. The SEU rates from protons, heavy ions, and the combined rates are shown in
Figures 18,19, and 20. The peak in Figure 18 around 2000 km altitude illustrates the high flux of trapped
protons in the Van Allen belts. The increase in rate at higher inclinations seen in Figure 19 illustrates the
diminishing ability of the magnetosphere to block particles from GCRs and solar activity at and near the
magnetic poles.

8

Assumptions and Unresolved issues

Our methodology requires that we make many assumptions, in addition to the assumptions that are already
made behind the scenes in the CREME96 tool flow. One assumption we make is that each single event is
a single bit upset. However, Quinn et al. have shown that multiple bit upsets (MBU) do occur and occur
more frequently in FPGAs as process sizes scale smaller [14]. We also do not address the effects of multiple
independent single bit upsets that occur coincidentally. We also ignore the effects of funneling. We also have
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Figure 18: V2 Proton SEU Rate for Several Altitudes and Inclinations

Figure 19: V2 Heavy Ion SEU Rate for Several Altitudes and Inclinations
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Figure 20: V2 Combined SEU Rate for Several Altitudes and Inclinations

only considered average SEU rates for whole orbits which neglects the dynamic flux of rates for smaller orbit
sections. We also usually assume a shielding level of 100 mils of aluminum which could easily be changed.
The biggest assumption we make is that orbit data from CREME96 is an accurate model of the actual
radiation environment for an orbit today. CREME96 uses previously collected data for various orbits which
gives us a good picture of what should be in the environment, but the actual flux of radiation particles
is highly unlikely to be exactly as CREME96 predicts (especially to the precision that it provides!). In
CREME96’s defense, it provides the best data we have available for our use. Furthermore, its inaccuracies
are somewhat offset because we typically calculate orbit-averaged SEU rates which will tend to cancel out
errors in the flux rates over an entire orbit. But in the end, the space radiation environment is very dynamic
and extremely difficult to predict. For this reason, we caution that our SEU rates should be seen as more of
an order-of-magnitude estimate (even when we combine device and design level methodologies). Ideally, to
obtain a more precise upset rate, we would need to continuously measure the flux of radiation particles in
the orbit of interest. Then we could much more accurately calculate the SEU rate. Unfortunately, a system
would already need to be in operation to continuously measure particle flux, at which point much less, if
anything, can be done to make system changes to mitigate radiation effects.
Analyzing upset rates at the design level (or dynamic SEU rates) adds another level of assumptions. For
example, it is possible that a single event upset can affect many parts of the device (like an upset in clock
distribution circuitry). In this report we emphasize mainly SEU rate prediction at the device level, but a
rigorous examination of upset behavior at the design level is necessary before anything can be said about
actual system behavior in a radiation environment.
Clearly, there are several limitations and unresolved questions concerning SEU rate prediction. We discuss
the following subset of assumptions and caveats in more detail below:
• Sensitive Volume
• Funneling
• Atomic Element Numbers
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• Ascending Node Parameters
• Orbit Sections
• Multiple Bit Upsets (MBUs)

8.1

Sensitive Volume

Specifying the sensitive volume in CREME96 can be particularly challenging. The user is required to enter
the sensitive volume as dimensions of an RPP, but an RPP is simply a model of physical phenomena and
should not be taken to have strict physical meaning [5]. A model is simply needed to mathematically account
for the directional dependence of ions striking the device (see Section 5.1 for an explanation of sensitive
volume). Edmonds suggests that values should be selected for the RPP dimension based on experimentally
observed directional dependencies in cross section [4]. The data in Figure 21 demonstrates how important it
can be to select the correct dimensions. The plot illustrates the change in the predicted SEU rate for a Xilinx
Virtex-4 part in a GPS orbit as a function of RPP depth z (the lateral dimensions x and y are fixed at the
square root of the saturation cross section). The CREME96 documentation suggests using 2µm as a default
value [2]. Xilinx suggests using 1 µm (see Figures 9 and 10). Edmonds suggests using z = x/5 as a default
depth for a best estimate if no directional dependence data is available [4]. He also suggests using z = x/100
for a worst-case estimate which is the value that we use for most of our SEU rate calculations, although it is
somewhat conservative. Note that there is a 6X discrepancy between the CREME96 recommendation and
our worst-case SEU rate. For more information, see [4].

Figure 21: V4 Heavy Ion SEU Rate for Several Different Z values

8.2

Funneling

As an energetic heavy ion passes through a device, not only does it deposit charge and leave an ionization
path, but this path actually distorts the equipotential field lines of the depletion region, creating a funnel.
The potential lines initially appear across the p-n junction of a transistor, but get distributed down the trail
of the particle, thus increasing the size of the sensitive (or collection) volume. However, this also increases
the amount of deposited charge needed to cause an upset, and the net effect is generally a decrease in the
SEU rate when funneling effects are included. CREME96 allows inclusion of funnels by simply requiring
the user to specify the funnel length associated with the electronic device. The code takes the conservative
approach and by default sets the funnel length to zero which excludes funneling effects. We consider this is
an acceptable convention, especially since funneling is only a secondary effect.
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8.3

Atomic element numbers

In the FLUX and LETSPEC modules, CREME96 allows the user to specify the minimum and maximum
numbers for atomic elements to be included. In the FLUX module, we recommend setting the minimum
element equal to z=1 and maximum to z=92, which includes all of the sample particle fluxes available. In
the LETSPEC help documentation, CREME96 recommends setting the minimum element equal to z=2
and maximum to Z = 0 (which simply takes all of the elements above and including z=2 in the input flux
file). Protons (z=1) are generally excluded from the LETSPEC routine (and subsequently the HUP routine)
because they are generally not directly ionizing. The CREME96 web page notes exceptions to this rule, such
as in optocouplers, which do experience direct ionization by protons. So, z=1 should always be included in
the FLUX routine (otherwise the PUP routine will return a zero SEU rate); and z=1 should in general be
excluded in the LETSPEC routine.
Using CAS, we conducted a study to measure the effects of changing the maximum atomic number
included in the SEU rate calculation, as there is some discussion of how high the maximum must be set in
order to get an accurate SEU rate. Figure 22 reports SEU rates for a Virtex-4 part in a GPS orbit with
several different maximum Z values. The SEU rate is nearly constant for all values above z=28 (the variation
from 4.986E-13 to 4.995E-13 is very insignificant).

Figure 22: V4 Heavy Ion SEU Rate for Several Maximum Atomic Numbers. Note the scale of the plot; the
change in SEU rate is insignificant.

8.4

Ascending node parameters

CREME96 also allows the input of ascending node parameters. They define ascending node as ”‘the point
on a spacecraft’s orbit at which it crosses the equator from south to north.”’ [2] The initial longitude of
the ascending node is simply the east longitude of the first time the orbit passes through the equator from
south to north. The second parameter is the initial displacement from ascending node, and we are unsure of
this parameter’s physical meaning. The displacement of perigee from ascending node parameter is the third
ascending node parameter, and is only defined for elliptical orbits.
As these three parameters are all initial conditions, we usually omit them since we want orbit-averaged
SEU rates. If however, we were looking for a very specific short-term mission for a small orbit segment, we
might consider their use. We, however, have never experimented with these values, but it is a possible area
for further study.
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8.5

Orbit sections

As mentioned, CREME96 allows the user to calculate SEU rates for one or more specific orbital segments.
These are specified in terms of McIlwain L values (geomagnetic coordinates). The user can specify up to 10
lower bounds for L-bins (the lowest is generally set to zero), with the lower bound of the next bound serving
as the upper bound of the previous bin. The last bin includes all L values greater than or equal to the last
specified L value.
Our own experiments with CREME96 thus far have shown that the SEU rate is nearly independent of
location above a specific L value for the GPS orbit. Figures 23 and 24 show SEU rates as a function of
L bin values in a GPS orbit. Though we are not entirely sure, we think this is probably because outside
of the magnetosphere there is a uniform distribution of particles. Since L values describe the strength of
the magnetic field at a certain point, it is expected that anywhere outside of the magnetosphere would
be a uniform distribution of particles, and thus a uniform SEU rate. Note that we have only looked at
orbit sections for the GPS orbit and we would need to look at other orbits (including orbits inside the
magnetosphere) before saying anything conclusive.

Figure 23: V4 Proton SEU Rate for Several Orbit Sections

8.6

MBUs and other radiation effects

Another limitation to using CREME96 to determine the reliability of an electronic device is that it only
considers single event upsets. It does not take into account other single event effects nor cumulative radiation
effects. Even within the category of single event upsets, CREME96 really only accounts for single bit upsets.
As mentioned previously, it has been shown that multiple bit upsets do exist in FPGAs, thus a method to
account for their effects needs to be developed [14].

9

Future Work

All of the unresolved issues and CREME96 caveats mentioned above constitute areas of possible future work,
as well as the following:
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Figure 24: V4 Heavy Ion SEU Rate for Several Orbit Sections

• Risk: probability of worst-case flare events
• Inter-arrival times of upsets
• Markov modeling
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Appendix A
Static SEU Rate Predictions
This appendix includes the detailed SEU results obtained from CREME96 using the methodology described in the earlier sections of this document. This appendix includes SEU results for the following
device-orbit pair (see next page for a detailed index):
• Virtex - Low Earth Orbit
• Virtex-II - Low Earth Orbit
• Virtex-II - GPS Orbit
• Virtex-II - Polar Orbit
• Virtex-4 - Low Earth Orbit
• Virtex-4 - GPS Orbit
• Virtex-4 - Polar Orbit
• Virtex-4 - Magic Orbit
• Virtex-4 - Molniya Orbit
• Virtex-4 - GEO Orbit
For each device-orbit (except the Virtex-4), we provide multiple pages (one for each resource within the
FPGA) followed by a one page summary and a graph. For the Virtex-4 orbits, we only provide the static
SEU rates for the configuration bits (because this is the only data available at this time). In the title of each
page we note the part and the orbit. Below the title we provide the parameters for the orbit and the specific
part number used for our calculations. Unless otherwise noted all orbits are assumed to be non-elliptical.
For the Virtex part, we provide SEU rates for the configuration bits as well as the BRAM, CLB-FF,
and POR areas of the FPGA. The upper-most table on these pages provides the raw static SEU rate from
CREME96 for both protons and heavy ions. The lower left table combines the proton and heavy ion response
and the lower right table converts these combined SEU rates into a MTTU (Mean Time To Upset), which
is provided in both days and seconds. We then combine the SEU rates for each portion of the device on a
’weighted device totals’ page.
The Virtex-II tables include the configuration bits, BRAM, POR, SMAP, and JCFG. These tables follow
a similar formatting to the Virtex tables. Each Virtex-II orbit also has a weighted device totals page with a
graph. As mentioned earlier, we do not yet have the Virtex-4 cross section data for the BRAM, etc. so we
only document the SEU rates for the configuration bits.
The parameters that we used come directly from the tables in Section 5.1.1, with the exception of the
Z parameter for heavy ion SEU calculations. For our Z parameter, we used Larry Edmond’s suggestion to
use z = x/5 for best estimate and z = x/100 for worst-case estimates as discussed in Section 8.1. For all
data in this appendix, we used whole orbits (no orbit sections), included atomic elements 1 to 92 in the
FLUX module, and used 100 mils of aluminum shielding. The remainder of the parameters were left at the
CREME96 defaults as described above.
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Index of Static SEU Rates
Virtex - Low Earth Orbit
32.....V1 SEU Rates for LEO - Configuration Bits
33.....V1 SEU Rates for LEO - BRAM
34.....V1 SEU Rates for LEO - CLB-FF
35.....V1 SEU Rates for LEO - POR
36.....V1 SEU Rates for LEO - Weighted Device Totals
Virtex-II - Low Earth Orbit
37.....V2 SEU Rates for LEO - Configuration Bits
38.....V2 SEU Rates for LEO - BRAM
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40.....V2 SEU Rates for LEO - SMAP
41.....V2 SEU Rates for LEO - JCFG
42.....V2 SEU Rates for LEO - Weighted Device Totals
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43.....V2 SEU Rates for GPS
44.....V2 SEU Rates for GPS
45.....V2 SEU Rates for GPS
46.....V2 SEU Rates for GPS
47.....V2 SEU Rates for GPS
48.....V2 SEU Rates for GPS
49.....V2 SEU Rates for GPS
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50.....V2 SEU Rates for Polar
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